The Golfonic
Swing Trainer
Swing Trainer

User Guide

Thanks for your order! The Golfonic Swing Trainer can improve your golf swing quickly and easily. Based on
natural learning principles and objective based learning, you can improve your game without having to worry
yourself with complicated swing theories and techniques.

The objective of the trainer is to swing your club through the gates without touching them. That’s it. Choose a
level that pushes your limit and swing away. When you can swing through a certain level consistently, move to a
harder level. If you’re struggling to be successful, increase the tolerance until you can swing without hitting the
sponges.

The following principles ensure you get the most bang-for-your-buck;

·

Start at an easy level and work your way up. Resist the urge to start at the hardest level.

·

Always stand square to the plastic mat.

·

Use your 7 iron or 8 iron. The angle of the sponges will not allow the longer clubs to be used.

·

Do not hit balls from the training aid. It is a swing trainer, and best results are achieved when you
work on your swing only. Hit balls outside of the trainer.

·

Make five or six successful swings between the sponges and then repeat outside the sponges.
Then repeat. Do not spend all of your time swinging inside the swing trainer, alternate for
best results.

·

Strive for a free flowing and natural swing. This will come when you let go and allow your
subconscious to achieve the objective.

·

To push yourself further try closing your eyes at each level before progressing.

·

The ultimate goal is to swing through the gates automatically with your most powerful
and natural swing.

·

Always ensure a safe surrounding before swinging. Although the sponges are soft, they can
move at high speed when struck. Ensure no people, breakables or windows are in the vicinity.

·

Avoid striking the plastic mat with severe downward blows. The mat should be placed on carpet or
another soft surface to prolong lifespan. Avoid hitting the mat off concrete.

·

Place the smaller sponges on the inside part of the mat (i.e. closer to you)
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Swing Trainer Mat Set Up Guide:

Swing Trainer

Normal Set up

Slice Eliminator Set Up

Hook Eliminator Set Up

Cure Your Slice
Simply, you slice the ball because you impart clockwise spin on the ball. (If you’re left handed it is anti-clockwise
spin). In most cases the club approaches the ball from outside the line and cuts across the ball. This minimises
power and causes an ugly slice ball.
If you can reduce the amount of sidespin you impart on the ball the less you’ll slice the ball. The Golfonic Swing
Trainer forces you to hit the ball with less sidespin. The angle and position of the sponges encourage you to
approach the ball correctly. The harder and faster you can swing the club through the sponges, the further and
straighter you’ll hit the ball.
Best of all, you don’t have to concern yourself with all of the rules and regulations traditionally associated with
improvement. Focus your energy on swinging through the sponges and your subconscious will take care of the
rest.
All this will achieve the Flat Spot Principle (FSP). The FSP (see over) was discovered when elite player’s swings
were compared to club golfers. Good players keep the club face and club head on the target line for a longer
period of time – this is the gap between the sponges. Poor players approach the ball form a variety of positions
which makes achieving a consistent ball flight all but impossible. Make a poor swing on the Swing Trainer and
you’ll hit a sponge(s), getting instant feedback and a positive learning experience.
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Try these approaches for a better golf swing:
Swing Trainer

Perfect Swing:
When you can swing between the sponges the sweet spot of the club will
be presented to the back of the ball – giving you a solid strike each time.
When you can swing between all four sponges at the pro level, you get a
more consistent golf swing and better ball striking.
Practice for a few minutes 2-3 times a week for best results.

Slice:
If you slice the ball you will be “coming over the top” of the ball.
This will result is you imparting clockwise spin on the ball.
The ball starts to the left and then spins weakly to the right. Here’s the
solution.
Set the sponges up and then remove the sponge near your right foot
and the one diagonally opposite. Your goal now is to swing in a way
that avoids any contact with the two sponges. With a little practice
your swing will approach the ball from the correct angle and the slice
will be reduced or eliminated.

Hook:
A hook shot can be just as devastating as a slice. The hook shot comes
from imparting too much anti-clockwise spin on the ball. To reduce
the spin, place the sponges so the front left sponge and the one
diagonally opposite are the only ones standing.
From here your goal is to swing the club between the upright
sponges. It may feel like you’re swinging outside in, you’re not! The
swing trainer forces your learning system to perform the correct move.

To improve all aspects of your game, refer to the Golfonic range of quality products

Swing Trainer

ChipMaster Pro

Driver Launcher

Bunker Buster

Visit our website to view the full range of Golfonic Products,
including Golfonic Practice Balls, Golfonic range of Videos and Books.
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